
Lost Ape Centauri
Battle Royale Game

LAC Battle Royale

Introduction

Lost Ape Centauri is an NFT project on Cardano blockchain. https://www.lostapecentauri.com/

It is focused on art and utility. One of the utilities is a game with the theme of Battle Royale
from a First-Person Shooter (FPS) view.

Lost Apes are traveling to Earth #2. There is a different gravitation, atmosphere and conditions.

They won’t be alone on the new planet. If you own at least one Lost Ape NFT, you can enjoy the
adventure of exploring the unknown jungle on the new planet. As the development of the game
progresses, there will be more challenges and interactions.

Let’s summarize which phases of development are ahead of us.

https://www.lostapecentauri.com/


Phase #1

● You will be able to connect your cardano wallet (Typhon, Flint, Nami, Eternl … ) with
your Lost Ape NFTs.

● Pick the Lost Ape with which you want to explore the new planet. You can later pick
another one, once you finish the game with the previous ape.

● Each ape has specific fur. Red, brown, white, robot, zombie, … this will be reflected in
the game.

● Ape will have power + health. You can imagine, if you have a legendary robot ape, that
your both abilities will be stronger than normal brown ape.

● In this phase you will be able to explore the whole map. Jungle on the new planet with
your own Lost Ape. It is already pretty thrilling.

Phase #2

● New interactions are going to be presented. Once you appear on the planet, in certain
random places, there will be living Alien Apes. They are not friendly.

● Once you explore the planet, they might attack you anytime. You should fight back.
● Every damage which you make to Alien Apes will be recorded and published on the

leaderboard for your cardano wallet from which you picked the ape. Can you beat all of
the Alien Apes in your game session?

● In a certain period (week, month) top 3 wallets based on the caused damage, will receive
the prizes of ADA or NFTs.

● In some places, you will be able to find health packages and maybe primitive tools to
help you survive longer with your ape.

Phase #3

● Do you remember that there are legendary Lost Apes having tools? Such as golden spear,
katana or bananas? You will be able to utilize these tools from the beginning of the
game, if you have Lost Ape with these tools in your wallet.

● Your survival time and damage caused to Alien Apes will now be influenced  by your fur,
rarity, tools and of course your skills.

● On top you will find more sophisticated tools on the new planet helping with survival.
● Also new types of Alien Apes are going to be introduced, maybe Alien Ape KING?



Phase #4

● Alien Ape tribes are strong. Therefore Lost Apes need help. If you own Lost Ape NFT,
you will get random Lost Ape hybrid NFT airdrop. And you will be able to take hybrids to
the game and benefit out of higher health, power and special features.

● At the same time, Alien Ape Tribe mint will come to reality. In fact you will be able to
switch the sides and play with your Alien Apes against Lost Apes.

● Two new maps will be introduced and you can start to explore so far unknown parts of
the Earth #2. Whole new world.

Phase #5

● Multiplayer options to be able to fight against other owners of Lost Apes, Lost Ape
hybrids or Alien Apes.

● Possible multi-chain interaction to let other compatible NFT projects join our
multiplayer world and compete.

● Introduction of new tools which can be minted and used in the game. They will provide
you a significantly higher chance of winning.

VS
Who is gonna be able to survive longer on the new planet? And collect as many points as
possible to become a regular winner of the battle royale prizes? It’s all in your hands …


